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here to stay! u.s. greeN card pioNeers secure egoverNmeNt

Here to stay! 
U.S. Green Card pioneers  
secure eGovernment
By Rob Haslam, Government ID Solutions, HID Global

The use of credentials employing multiple technologies to address a variety of functions is quickly moving  
from the exception to the rule, especially in major government-to-citizen ID programs. A pioneer in the use  
of multiple secure identity technologies in a single card is the U.S. Permanent Resident Card (Green Card), 
which incorporates optical security media for both visual and data security and an RfID tag for  
streamlined border crossing.

Secure optical media to store biometrics for rapid and  • 
reliable identification of the card holder.
Holographic images, laser engraved fingerprints and  • 
high resolution micro-images to make the card nearly  
impossible to reproduce.
Tighter integration of the card design with personalized • 
elements to make it difficult, if not impossible, to alter the 
card if stolen.
Pre-printed return address enables the quick and easy • 
return of a lost card to USCIS.

RFID cards with optical security media

At the request of the USCIS and U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security, HID Global pioneered the combination of an RfID tag 
with optical security media to create the next-generation U.S. 
Green Card. The U.S. Green Card was the world’s first implemen-
tation of a combined optical security media and Radio frequency 
Identification (RfID) tag on a single card. Combining RfID tags 
and optical media in a single credential balances two superficially 
conflicting objectives:

The convenience of efficient and speedy movement  1. 
through a secure access point.
The overarching requirement for the highest levels of 2. 
credential security.

The RfID component facilitates a more efficient transition through 
land border checkpoints, while the optical media delivers tamper-
proof, eye-visible security features. Visual security features such 
as a personalized embedded hologram enable inspectors to quickly 
and easily authenticate a credential, even when electronic readers 
are not available. By providing an additional ‘visual’ security layer, 
such multi-purpose cards help bridge the gap created when tech-
nology resources such as card readers or network connections are 
unavailable, while significantly reinforcing visual card inspection 
wherever it is required.

The growth of multi-technology  
ID credentials

It is anticipated that government agencies will continue to embrace 
multi-technology secure ID solutions. Beyond the United States, 
countries such as Italy, Saudi Arabia, Costa Rica and Angola have 
all built multi-technology secure ID platforms for use in a range 
of e-government solutions. for example, Germany has recently 
deployed one of the most advanced and highly sophisticated 
contactless smart card programs to date, one that encompasses 
many unique features and services. 

optical security, RfID tags and integrated circuit chips each offer 
unique advantages. By combining two or more of these technologies 
on to a single card, issuers can realize the cost, efficiency and security 
benefits inherent in a credential that verifies identity, accesses e-gov-
ernment services, facilitates efficient border crossings and physical 
access, all with the highest level of counterfeit resistance.

The new U.S. Green Card is the world’s leading government 
ID card in terms of technology and user utility according to an 
independent report published by frost & Sullivan in 2010. In 
this report, the research firm ascribed the card as setting a new 
standard for international ID programs through its innova-
tive application of security methods and technology. According 
to frost & Sullivan, the card scored particularly well due to the 
extreme levels of security large data storage capacity, the presence 
of an RfID chip and the flexibility provided by its optical secu-
rity media. It was also recognized for overall program delivery 
including the interoperability of program elements from concept 
to implementation. 

with U.S. immigration laws. Newly issued Green Cards are valid 
for ten years for lawful permanent residents and two years for 
conditional residents. The permanent resident must renew his or 
her card each time it expires. And for the curious, the U.S. Green 
Card is colored green.

Why a multi-technology solution?

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) faces the 
ongoing challenge to deter immigration fraud. State-of-the-art 
technology prevents counterfeiting, obstructs tampering and 
facilitates quick and accurate authentication of the Green Card. 
The multi-technology design provided by HID Global helps the 
USCIS better serve law enforcement, employers, and immigrants; 
all of who look to the Green Card as definitive proof of authoriza-
tion to live and work in the United States.

State-of-the-art security technology

USCIS, in collaboration with HID Global, redesigned the U.S. 
Green Card in 2010 to incorporate several major new security 
features including:

Radio frequency Identification (RfID) capability to  • 
allow Customs and Border Protection officers at ports of 
entry to read the Green Card from a distance and compare  
it immediately to file data.

 for more than 15 years, the U.S. Green Card has exemplified 
a standard for uncompromised security. even before September 
2011, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) was 
under pressure to control illegal immigration and meet legisla-
tive requirements for biometric-based ID credentials. In short, 
the agency needed an ironclad ID solution to prevent widespread 
counterfeiting and to uphold its international standing as a strong 
and effective immigration agency.

With a clear objective – deploy the most counterfeit-resistant 
document possible with secure portable data storage – the USCIS, 
an agency of the Department of Homeland Security, and HID Global 
collaborated on a host of innovations that included a multi-tech-
nology design incorporating tamper-proof optical security media. 
Now the prime contractor on the U.S. Green Card program, HID 
Global manages the program from concept to implementation. 

What is the U.S. Green Card?

The U.S. Green Card or Permanent Resident Card authorizes the 
holder of the card to live and work in the United States on a perma-
nent basis. It also serves as evidence of registration in accordance 

Multi-purpose cards help bridge the gap created when  

technology resources such as card readers or network  

connections are unavailable, while significantly reinforcing 

visual card inspection wherever it is required.

The U.S. Green Card was the world’s first implementation  

of a combined optical security media and Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) tag on a single card.
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FaST forward  
to FLaSH
By Guillaume Sauzon, Infineon Technologies

In the late 1990s, the task of securing identities met the 
challenges of an increasingly digital world. The introduction 
of electronic documents was on the agenda for most 
governments around the world. Since then, ministries and 
their appointed agencies and officials have had to understand 
not only the political, but also some of the technological 
implications of issuing documents containing chips and  
other electronic components. 

Flash memory was invented by Dr. Fujio Masuoka 
while working for Toshiba circa 1980. according 
to Toshiba, the name “flash” was suggested by Dr. 
Masuoka’s colleague, Mr. Shōji ariizumi, because the 
erasure process of the memory contents reminded 
him of the flash of a camera. Some years later, Intel 
introduced the first commercial flash chip in 1988.
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 The carrier documents of chips or ICs (integrated circuits), such 
as an ID card or passport booklet, are now being used beyond 
public sector applications, such as border control and social or 
medical welfare access. Increasingly, secure ID applications 
extend into the private sector, allowing citizens to use ID cards to 
securely open bank accounts, verify contracts or even withdraw 
cash from ATMs.

The advent of flash 

Nowadays, most ICs used in electronic documents are Read only 
Memory (RoM) based. This means that the operating system 
and program code executed by the embedded microcontroller is 
burned into a RoM as part of the chip fabrication process. The 
code is represented by an array of individual bit-cells, each of 
which is tied to a fixed value (0 or 1) by a physical link, etched into 
the silicon by means of a mask reticle. This code is meant to be 
fixed during the complete product lifecycle. The data (i.e. the ID 
document holder data) is written in an electrical programmable 
Non Volatile Memory (NVM) later, at the ‘Personalization’ step, 
when the chip has been embedded in the ID document. 

This approach – embedding two different technologies onto 
the same chip – has been implemented to deal with two cost 
factors: firstly, size. In older chip generations, programmable 
memory cells were nearly five times bigger than a RoM cell. This 
was very relevant, as, in those days, memory cells occupied most 
of the chip. Secondly, price. The price for ‘RoM masks’ (one set 
of reticles for each different code) is growing exponentially, for 
example, times ten between the 220nm and the 65nm technolo-
gies. The price of RoM masks will soon be higher per chip than 
the individual chip price in the future technologies. Both of these 
factors have driven the need to find a path towards a unified 
memory concept and a conceptual change in the fabrication of 
ICs used for ID cards.

Modern chip card ICs only contain programmable memory. In 
the case of Infineon, a non-volatile memory cell technology, called 
Uniform Channel Program (UCP), used successfully for many 
years in automotive applications is now being further evolved 
and introduced in payment card and government ID applications, 
known as the SoLID fLASH™ technology. As quality require-
ments of the automotive industrial sector are very high, its high 

volume usage of UCP based flash technology is a measure of 
the reliability of this process. However, as explained, this move 
toward a unified programmable non volatile memory (NVM) is an 
industry-wide necessity, driven by market requirements and price 
developments.

Benefits for oS developers

The advantages for software companies are obvious: In the old 
days of RoM based chip cards, companies had to develop all kinds 
of tricks to be able to substitute code running in the RoM with 
code running in the eePRoM. This is known as ‘patching’, and 
was used in cases of bug-fixing, but also for other small changes 
to the software. However, on Flash-based chips, it is much more 
simple to introduce new code versions by secured download. 

Another advantage of secure flash is, that there is no more 
need for emulator-based development. The software can be 
compiled and downloaded directly onto the real target (a flash-
based chip). Software performance can be directly measured in 

‘real life’ scenarios and optimization can be applied directly. This 
eliminates the need for a cumbersome bond-out chip with external 
memory for testing or the wait for the fabrication of RoM masks, 
to notice that the software is not behaving as expected because of 
simulator and chip differences.

Finally, and this is less obvious, the security of the software is 
enhanced by architectural changes. one of the most used software 
attack paths is to force the software to jump in an uncontrolled 
manner. for example, even if a signature generation is only needed 
in some projects, the RoM masks have to include it. It will be 
enabled for the ‘high security’ projects and disabled for the ‘lower 

security’ projects. A hacker might be able to obtain some ‘lower 
security’ devices and use the code, which was disabled to behave 
as a ‘higher security’ device. on flash chips, this code can simply 
be removed – this concept is called ‘modularization’. Therefore, 
different flash images are generated for each product and the secu-
rity differentiation of the products is done through code modules. 
Software weaknesses in the ‘lower security’ devices will have less 
impact than on ROM-based chips, just because the code will be 
different and missing ‘high security’ functionalities. This modu-
larization concept is easily certifiable, without compromising on 
security due to different existing code bases. In the past, the RoM 
making process was done in a secure environment, controlled by 
the chip manufacturers. This implies that the complete binary 
image of the operating system and the application is given to a 
third or even fourth party, such as a silicon foundry, also requiring 
security management on site. Using properly designed flash tech-
nology, the card manufacturer is enabled to use secured flashing 
in his own or the document manufacturer’s premises.

Benefits for manufacturers

Manufacturers clearly benefit from this modularization concept. 
Software modules exist in different variations, all available off-
the-shelf and Flashed just in time for production. For example, if 
some project uses different asymmetric cryptography, RSA and 

elliptic curves, some other projects may be better served by down-
loading a flash image which only contains the RSA algorithm onto 
the chip whereas the other projects may be served by downloading 
a flash image where elliptic curves replaces RSA. In a RoM-based 
approach, both algorithms (RSA and elliptic curve) would need 
to be present in the ROM. With Flash, only one of them can be 
downloaded to the chip. The program memory, which would have 
been used for storing both images, can be saved, thus offering the 
choice of using either a smaller chip, or reusing the space for other 
purposes. One could add additional features in the software or 
keep the gained space for user data. In both cases, the product 
value increases.

It is clear that this approach allows a manufacturer to go a 
long way through the production process before having to choose 
the software that will be on the device. For example, passport 

The price of ROM masks will soon be higher per chip than the 

individual chip price in the future technologies.

In the past, the ROM making process was done in a secure  

environment, controlled by the chip manufacturers. Using 

properly designed flash technology, the card manufacturer is 

enabled to use secured Flashing in his own or the document 

manufacturer’s premises.

The program memory, which would have been used for storing 

both images, can be saved, thus offering the choice of using 

either a smaller chip, or reusing the space for other purposes. 

fast forward to flash

Infineon’s innovative SOLID Flash products incorporate dedicated security features to  
enable secure and reliable Flash functionality – officially approved by EMVCo and  
certified according to Common Criteria EaL 6+ (high).
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booklets or ID cards may be fully manufactured before a specific 
version of the operating system is downloaded. This ‘just-in-time’ 
software download permits the manufacturer to choose one of 
various different versions of an operating system or an entirely 
different operating system altogether. The change from one vendor 
to another normally leads to quite complicated situations in the 
logistics chain. By using flash-based chips, the logistics, stock 
and the fabrication can be handled in the same way until the soft-
ware is downloaded. The stock that has to be maintained is more 
uniform and easier to manage. There is no need to keep different 
stock for different versions of the software, and that drastically 
reduces stock costs for a manufacturer serving several projects. 
The improvement in time-to-market processes and cost manage-
ment is substantial.

In this case, the traditional chip card lifecycle model is modi-
fied: Usually, the fabrication process is based on the fact that the 
software is delivered together with the chip. Now, the software can 
be added at a very late stage and therefore, the product type – at 
least from a software point of view – is fixed later on in the produc-
tion chain. To do this modification in a secure way, an evaluated 
cryptography-based process is used: only authorized users can 
flash the chip, using mandatory user authentication with the 
binary code being protected using encryption.

Benefits for implementers

In technological terms, the use of flash in chip card applications 
constitutes a revolution; it has brought down cost and increased 
quality for project implementers. The effect on the timelines of 
a project is obvious, the physical and software design decisions 
can be taken in parallel instead of sequentially. Prototypes for 
demonstration purposes can be made available during the devel-
opment process with only part of the features of the software, 
allowing very early feedback to enhance the final product to fit 
to the customer’s requirements. Product quality is increased 
by the ability to consistently generate ‘real life’ products. for 
example, the contactless performance may be tested in a very 
early phase and, if not satisfactory, enhanced through the usage of 

new features such as very high bit rates (VHBR) or higher frame 
size. Also, the security quality is enhanced as it is less costly to 
improve the software, and easier to react to software weaknesses 
in real time.

On older, ROM-based, chip families, different levels of security 
were used for different memory technologies. This led to incom-
prehensive security measures and the limitation to put application 
code, for example Javacard applets, in RoM. This development 
led to the worst-case scenario that is putting the final applica-
tion development in the critical path of chip fabrication, as well 
as ‘reserving’ RoM space for software libraries of possible future 
applications. In the latest Common Criteria certifications, where 
new benchmarks of certification levels for chip card hardware 
have been obtained, it has been shown that flash technology can 
be more secure than the RoM and eePRoM technology combina-
tion. Now, project owners can define, in a flexible way, only the 
required applications and download them in the same memory 
as the rest of the code. This unified memory can then have a very 
strong and comprehensive security system, which protects the 
application code as well as the operating system code.

finally, the secure and Common Criteria certified process of 
downloading binary code to the chip is handed to the project owner 
to define, in a cryptographically secured manner, which entity has 
the right to download the code onto the chip. This changes an 
old paradigm, enhancing security through cryptographic means 
instead of organizational means.

flash technology is also an enabler for advanced card manage-
ment features, like the ones described in the Global Platform 
specifications1. They can now be fully used, allowing project 
owners to use different security domains. For example, a national 
Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Transport may decide to 
share the same card, by offering a senior citizen ID card with 
discounted transport ticketing options. each function with its 
own security domain will allow each Ministry to independently 
manage their own card applications and content. Post-issuance 
application creation and usage may also be rolled out in an easier 
way. The technology storing the application is the same as the 
technology storing the complete operating system code (including 
its configuration and eventual patches) reducing memory manage-
ment issues. 

Secure Flash-based microcontrollers offer stakeholders  

great advantages compared to conventional Mask ROM 

products: high flexibility to serve different projects, drastic 

reduction of time-to-market, reduction of R&D effort,  

higher quality and improved security.

The change from one vendor to another normally leads  

to quite complicated situations in the logistics chain.  

By using Flash-based chips, the logistics, stock and the  

fabrication can be handled in the same way until the  

software is downloaded.

Conclusion

for many years, the chip card industry worked with two different 
memory technologies embedded into one chip – RoM and 
eePRoM. Recent technology innovation allows the efficient use of 
only one memory technology: flash. As discussed in this article, 
secure flash-based microcontrollers offer stakeholders great 
advantages compared to conventional Mask RoM products: high 
flexibility to serve different projects, drastic reduction of time-
to-market, reduction of R&D effort, higher quality and improved 
security. That may go a long way to explain the success of this 
technology, with over 100 million Infineon SoLID fLASH™ 

fast forward to flash

microcontrollers already sold and shipped, including some of the 
first project references in the e-ID Market, such as the national eID 
card in Malaysia as well as the 2nd generation of healthcare cards 
in Germany. The rapid adoption of this technology, especially in 
very demanding projects, indicates that SoLID fLASH™ will have 
a major role in the Government ID market of the future. 

1  http://www.globalplatform.org/specifications.asp

With SOLID Flash, Infineon combines the advantages of highly flexible and reliable Flash with outstanding and  
secure contactless performance – ideal for electronic travel documents.
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TRanSFORMInG 
growth into 

pROSpERITy

By Yann Tremeac, Gemalto

Ranked among the world’s top–ten fastest growing economies, Ghana has 
outstripped growth in African countries annually since 2008. Improving oil 

production and a stable political landscape leave the country poised to undergo 
even more explosive growth in 2013. 
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 For a country with a population of 23 million and GDP of $16 
billion, much is riding on the next phase of growth and develop-
ment. The country authorities plan to mainstream and promote 
ICT in the national life, part of the eGhana initiative is to target 
four governance institutions—eParliament, eProcurement, eJus-
tice and eImmigration. 

To steward the country’s booming economy through the years 
ahead, the government has moved migration to the top of its 
agenda. Ghana’s migration profile continues to evolve as it becomes 
an increasingly desirable destination for business investment and 
tourism. Ghana is now in the process of devising its first national 
migration policy.

A complete overhaul of current immigration 
procedures

The issue of migration has never been more at the forefront. 
embarkation and disembarkation have increased incrementally in 
Ghana in the last five years. Unless Ghana maintains the required 
capacity to meet current and projected demand, the country’s staff, 
facilities and infrastructure risk becoming overstretched.

Ghana’s current immigration system is operated manually 
using a system that is neither centralized, nor interconnected. The 
government will have to resolve all three issues if it is to make 
good on its mandate to manage migration. Infrastructures will 
have to be modernized and mainstreamed to cope with demand 
in the years to come.

Client benefits

As Ghana consolidates its place as a middle-income country, 
the government can count on GIS to fulfill its new mandate. The 
eImmigration solution is expected to promote and improve intel-
ligence sharing, especially between GIS officials and other security 
agencies. In a single click, border management systems will supply 
GIS with comprehensive information while checking the validity 
and integrity of travel documents. other overall benefits include:

Faster, more efficient services
expedited immigration processing of travelers at borders• 
Faster, easier process to apply for visas upon arrival• 
Automated border control entry and exit for registered • 
citizens and travelers

Improved quality of service to the public
Improved efficiency of citizen and foreign traveler services• 
More efficient visa and permit processing with online • 
application submission
eGate registration for citizens and frequent foreign travelers• 

Vastly improved security
Prevention of identity theft and fraud through  • 
biometric data capture
Immigration tracking with detailed records of who  • 
enters and leaves
Centralized design for speedy resolution of  • 
mission-critical issues 

tourism and investments can thrive. New measures will be also 
required to support visitors and migrants to Ghana and welcome 
back an increasingly homeward-bound diaspora. 

The goals of the new system are to enhance service delivery to 
travelers and improve both operational and management reporting. 
Border intelligence is key to providing information and statistics 
to governmental authorities. The system will be interconnected 
with external stakeholders like INTeRPoL and APIS (Advanced 
Passenger Information System) and with country authorities such 
as the National Identity Agency.

Modernization of all ICT will therefore be necessary to enable 
government agencies to collect and share reliable, timely data. 
Immigration services will need to be delivered in a broader range 
of circumstances, including locations poorly serviced up to now, 
such as the offshore oil industry environment.

GhaNa IMMIGRaTION SeRVICe 

Ghana Immigration Service (GIS) aspires to gain recognition as 
a positive force in regional and international migration and as a 
leader in the deployment of innovative technologies. The agency 
will play a central role in both the development of a national 
migration policy and subsequent implementation. GIS aims 
to devise effective measures that will serve as a template for 
modernization in other African nations.

e-IMMIGRaTION: PaRT OF The OVeRall  
eGhaNa PROJeCT 

The Ghanaian government is highly aware of the importance 
of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to 
improving citizens’ lives and streamlining government serv-
ices. In 2006, the World Bank approved $40 million in funding 
to support the eGhana Project, which forms a key framework 
for growth and employment. The policy’s overall objective is to 
build a modern IT infrastructure that can support sustainable 
development by: 

> fostering an enabling environment for ICT sector growth
> Supporting local ICT businesses and IT-enabled services 
> Promoting eGovernment applications and communications

KeY COMPONeNTS OF The GhaNa  
eIMMIGRaTION SOluTION 

>  fixed and mobile border management systems deployed  
in 6 main ports of entry 

>  Digital visa and permit application processing and issuing 
>  Implementation of an online portal for visa and  

permit requests 
>  Necessary datacenter and network upgrades
>  10 eGate systems for automated border control at Accra 

International Airport
>  A robust centralized Automated fingerprint Identification 

System (AfIS)

Goals to reach to maintain control over 
Ghana’s borders

The government aims to build a stronger country by operating 
fair but firm immigration controls that regulate and facilitate the 
movement of people through its borders. The idea is to create a 
positive sign to generate trust in both the travelling public and 
investors and to show that Ghana is a safe place in which both 

Gemalto’s solution

Recognizing the need to improve the security and efficiency of its 
existing, paper-based procedures, GIS turned to Gemalto for a 
centralized electronic border control solution. At the heart of this 
system lies biometric identification technology, which will enable 
the biometrics of all foreign nationals to be captured to facilitate 
information flow and tracking.

Selected for its robust design and the guaranteed reliability 
of Gemalto as a trusted provider, the solution will be deployed 
at two seaports and four border entries. Working hand-in-hand 
with Avalon Biometrics as part of a consortium, Gemalto is acting 
as prime contractor and systems integrator for the entire project. 
Gemalto is to integrate the state-of-the-art visa and border 
management solution, providing transitional training and main-
tenance services.

traNsformiNg growth iNto prosperity
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This eGate looks out for you …
By Bernd Mainzer, Atos

electronic Machine Readable Travel Documents (eMRTDs), as defined in the ICAo Document 93031 and 
particularly ePassports, allow a high degree of border security and automation. This is one of the reasons 
why, in 2012, more than 104 countries issued ePassports2 and the number is increasing steadily. At the 
same time, the number of travellers at airports is growing at a record-breaking pace with current forecasts 
expecting 3.6 billion airline travellers worldwide by 20163.

 Border and airport authorities face a huge challenge to improve 
traveller clearance and to enhance both border security and trav-
eller experiences without increasing overall costs. The deployment 
of automatic border control systems (ABC, also called eGates) are 
expected to solve these issues. However, ABC systems are not 
limited to immigration at airports but can be implemented also at 
land and sea borders where eGates will gain more importance in 
the next years (e.g. through the eU Smart Border programme).

The main goal of an automated border control system is to 
authenticate the electronic machine readable travel document 
or token by establishing that the traveller is indeed the rightful 
holder of the document or token. At the same time, the system 
queries border control records and then determines the eligibility 
of border crossing according to national, pre-defined rules.

One approach to establish a connection between a traveller and 
an eMRTD is by means of facial biometrics in eGates, based on a 
digital camera system requiring travellers to stop in front of it. 
This is nearly the same procedure as applying for a biometrically 
enabled eID document with live acquisition of the traveller’s facial 
data, also referred to as face image enrolment.

Thus, the traveller experience is very similar to the photo booth 
or photo studio experience. Indeed, the automated instructions are 
reminiscent of a photo cabin, like “stand at a fixed distance to the 
camera”, “don’t move your head”“keep looking into the camera”, 
“don’t roll, yaw, pitch your head or move your eyes sidewise”.

Whereas this is very important for facial enrolment, it has 
several disadvantages in verification scenarios of automated 
border control systems. Inexperienced travellers might not stop 
correctly in front of the camera nor might they look straight into 
the camera, which causes several face-capture retries and could 
decrease the expected traveller acceptance and throughput. A 
frequently incurring constraint is the diversifying height of travel-
lers that needs appropriate solutions (e.g. height adjustment of the 
camera system, deployment of more than one camera).

State-of-the-art face recognition algorithms are challenged 
with requirements asking for better fRR/fAR4 metrics. This 
objective is easier to achieve if the reference image and the live 

images are captured under ideal photo studio conditions. The 
real challenge for the face verification components of an Atos  
eGate – including the algorithm – is to stay robust under non-ideal 
conditions. Significant progress has been made on this front, e.g. 
tolerance to face pose deviations or the robustness under varying 
light conditions. It is achieved without the necessity to force trav-
ellers to pose perfectly, or tedious iterations and interactivity when 
the applied face recognition system can cope automatically. The 
solution lies in balancing and optimizing relevant parameters, 
including light and camera settings.

Latest research and development in the area of facial recogni-
tion technology managed to overcome all mentioned disadvantages 
and paved the road to the next generation of Atos eGates, where 
intelligent eGate systems control the whole facial image verifica-
tion process to make the usage of system 

easier,• 
robust,• 
more intuitive and • 
more secure• 

The Atos eGate achieves all these objectives by a multi pres-
entation face tracking system, optimized for score-driven face 
recognition with the help of an integrated sophisticated traveller 
guiding system. As soon as the traveller’s face is in the camera’s 
view field – even before the image stored in the ePassports chip is 
read out – Atos’ innovative face recognition technology automati-
cally detects the face of the traveller and tracks it until clearance. 
This new approach was put into place, with a bank of four parallel 
Atos eGates, at Sofia airport in the summer of 2012, and makes 
Sofia airport one of the first adopters worldwide of next generation 
eGates provided by Atos. These eGates fulfil all legal requirements 

this egate looks out for you …

aBC systems are not limited to immigration at airports  

but can be implemented also at land and sea borders where 

eGates will gain more importance in the next years.

The real challenge for the face verification components  

is to stay robust under non-ideal conditions.

Atos provides CardoS, a state-of-the-art chip operating system 
that is well prepared for upcoming standards like SAC and can 
deliver complete solutions for upgrading ePassport systems to 
SAC featuring the following Atos components:

> Country/Document signer and eAC PKI
> Biometric data capturing 
> On-card biometric comparison
> Card management systems
> Chip encoding
>  System integration for production environments with 

printers, laminators, laser engravers etc.
> Quality assurance

These proven components have been in use for many years in 
different countries around the world.

Figure 1: atos next Generation eGate Sofia airport Bulgaria
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and follow border control process recommendations defined by 
the eU legislation and frontex as well as local border authority 
regulations.

A high level of security using automated border control 
systems is not only achieved with biometric verification of trav-
ellers, but relies heavily on a combination of physical security, 
fraud protection (e.g. altered passports, spoof protection) and 
background checks in national and international databases.

 Security and safety considerations include the reliable design 
of physical barriers to avoid jump-overs and crawl-unders. This 
can be achieved by assuring that the sensors cannot be manipu-
lated (e.g. by a cover). The eGate shall provide measurements 
against tailgating and piggybacking and should incorporate left 
item detection down to the size of passports.

Spoof detection gains importance and becomes a standard 
requirement for ABC systems. The development that has already 
started with the request for facial 2D spoof detection will lead 
to a fight against impostor attacks with more and more sophisti-
cated methods.

High levels of border security clearances are one objec-
tive for eGates but at the same time, a preferably high traveller 
throughput should be possible. The overall clearance time is influ-
enced by ePassport reading, biometric verification performance, 
eGate mechanics (e.g. by opening and closing doors) and, most 
importantly, by the traveller. In order to let the traveller know 

how to behave and what to do, an easy-to-understand guiding 
system has to be established. This kind of information is not only 
required right at the eGate but is necessary before the traveller 
has reached the eGate. Possible delivery methods include “how to 
use eGates” videos, animations and flyers, amongst others.

emerging new technologies, like the new generation of RfID 
chips and operating systems, as well as communication protocols 
(e.g. VHBR5), once adopted in eGates, can help to increase the 
traveller throughput. 

The Atos next generation eGate solution is based on Atos’ 
partner Gunnebo® ImmSec gate, a specifically designed double 
gate interlock solution used for the automated validation of trav-
ellers at immigration checkpoints and border crossings. The slim 
and ergonomic design allows the ImmSec to be installed in single 
or multiple lane configurations, providing an open feel to the 
traveller without compromise to security. It comes as a one- and 
bi-directional two-door gate running the Atos next generation 
eGate software solution with multi-modal biometrics (face and 
fingerprint). It is equipped with an electronic document reader 
(e.g. passports, ID cards or VISA), a system for single person 
detection (SPD), anti piggy backing (APB), anti tail gaiting (ATG) 
and left item detection (LID), and a fingerprint reader. Atos 
next generation eGate software solution comes with an admin-
istration-, configuration and supervision-application, the later 
allowing one single border guard to supervise several (config-
urable) eGates in parallel overseeing all transit steps visualized 
on the screen.

 The face biometrics performance is based on the market 
leading face recognition technology of Cognitec Systems GmbH 
together with the camera system of partner MoDI Modular Digits 
GmbH with its Adomo® technology to capture high resolution 
images. The combination of Atos next generation eGate software, 
Gunnebo, Cognitec and MoDI modules provides a uniquely fast 
and secure eGate solution. 

1   ICaO 9303 Machine Readable Travel Documents, multiple documents,  
International Civil aviation Organization:  
http://www.icao.int/Security/mrtd/pages/Document9303.aspx

2   Source: ICaO MRTD Report Issue 3 2012

3   Source IaTa:  
http://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/pages/2012-12-06-01.aspx

4   False accept rate or false match rate (FaR or FMR) is the probability that the system 
incorrectly matches the input pattern to a non-matching template in the database.  
It measures the percent of invalid inputs which are incorrectly accepted.

  False reject rate or false non-match rate (FRR or FnMR) is the probability that the 
system fails to detect a match between the input pattern and a matching template in  
the database. It measures the percent of valid inputs which are incorrectly rejected.

5   VHBR (very high bit rate) is new contactless communication protocol obtaining  
higher baud rates in data transmissions.

Biometric face verification results strongly depend on the 
quality of reference images, normally captured during a live 
enrolment process. 

Results from the eGate installation at Sofia Airport show that 
facial verification results achieved with Bulgarian passports are 
top performing among european passports. 

In fact, facial images in these passports are produced with one 
of the top products for facial live enrolment available on the 
market, the “Homeland Security Suite” by Atos.

The solution lies in balancing and optimizing relevant  

parameters, including light and camera settings.

The atos eGate achieves all these objectives by a multi pre-

sentation face tracking system, optimized for score-driven 

face recognition with the help of an integrated sophisticated 

traveller guiding system. 

High levels of border security clearances are one objective 

for eGates but at the same time, a preferably high traveller 

throughput should be possible.
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By Silicon Trust

The Hungarian security printer Pénzjegynyomda Zrt., based in Budapest, is internationally better known 
as HBPC, or Hungarian Banknote Printing Shareholding Company. A banknote printing house with a long 
tradition, it has come under a new management in 2011 and is now preparing to enter the international ID 
stage. The company, well known for its extensive expertise in the banknote and security printing area,  
has been investing into developing a comprehensive secure ID portfolio. The Vault caught up with Maik 
Pogoda, HBPC’s Commercial Director, to find out a bit more about the new kid on the block. Maik himself 
knows the international ID industry well. Before moving to Budapest, he was Vice President KAM 
Government at Bundesdruckerei and Vice President Program Management, Government ID at HID Global.

eID is right on top of many government agendas –  
how can HBpC support this trend?

Maik Pogoda: Actually, HBPC is set up very well to meet the 
challenges of securing identities in the digital age, which is the 
core of any eGovernment strategy. Without an infrastructure that 
can ensure secure authentication of citizens and service providers, 
any eGovernment initiative will struggle. In terms of document 
security, HBPC produces both, electronic ID cards and passports, 
both for Hungary and other countries. 

The product portfolio also includes the production of digital 
signature cards. So, in terms of production and expertise, we can 
support any ID initiative. In Hungary, there are many opportuni-
ties, which we are expecting in the next years – from public trans-
port to secure ID solutions – which we will be part of. 

are you mainly focussed on the national market?

Maik Pogoda: The Hungarian market is, of course, very impor-
tant for HBPC. The government has specified in its “electronic 
Administration operational Programme 2007–2013” a list of 

priorities to improve the efficiency in the public administration 
and replace the institution-oriented approach by a service-oriented 
approach. HBPC’s ID expertise can help achieve the set objectives 
of improving the effectiveness of public services and increasing 
the efficiency of operations. 

So, yes, the national market is very important for us. But we 
are also looking to expand our international activities. Currently 
we are increasing our ID product portfolio through strategic acqui-
sitions and investments into our own development resources. 

Where can international clients meet you in the next months?

Maik Pogoda: HBPC will be exhibiting at this year’s Security 
Document World in London at the end of May. We are looking 
forward to meeting up with many industry colleagues and poten-
tial clients. If you are there, please make sure you visit our booth. 
Also, we are already working on an international eID Symposium 
taking place in Budapest at the end of the year. It will mark the 
end of a very busy and exciting year for HBPC and illustrate to 
the invited guests the path HBPC has set out for the years to 
come. 

out of Budapest iNto the world

Out of Budapest  
into the world

 What can you tell us about the history of HBpC?

Maik Pogoda: The history of HBPC goes back to the 1920s when 
the government started negotiations with the Swiss company orell 
füssli to set up a printing plant in Budapest. It was built between 
1923 and 1925 in the centre of Budapest, right next to the National 
Bank of Hungary. In the same year, the National Bank purchased all 
the shares from orell füssli and the Hungarian state. Just like many 
national printing houses of the time, HBPC became renowned for 
the design and production of its country’s banknotes.

Which period in the 20th century was most important  
for the company?

Maik Pogoda: Well, the 90s were crucial for HBPC. Intaglio 
printing was already established, but in the 90s an overall recon-
struction was carried out, covering buildings, security printing 
technology upgrades as well as modern, state-of-the art secure 
printing production line. And since 2001 the facilities are being 
continuously extended beyond security printing to include fully 
certified smart card and ePassport production facilities. 

Maik pogoda, Commercial Director, HBpC, Budapest

“We are increasing our ID product portfolio through stra-
tegic acquisitions and investments into our own development 
resources.”
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“Are we 
 THERE yet?”

By Jochen Kirsch, Giesecke & Devrient

“Are we there yet?” – a complaint, countlessly repeated 
by children on long journeys. Well, in the world of 
eGovernment, this could be applied quite easily to the 
deployment of the european electronic drivers licence 
(eDL). A project, well prepared by all stakeholders and 
carried through numerous national and eU specification 
rounds, should reach its destination of europe-wide 
implementation soon. This particular journey, however, 
seems not to end anytime soon. 
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Until then, the only available technical guideline for the imple-
mentation of a microchip in a driving license had been ISo/IeC 
standard 18013, which had established the security protocols BAP 
(basic access protection) and eAP (extended access protection). 

In principle, BAP and eAP are enhancements of BAC (basic 
access control) and eAC (extended access control), as defined by 
ICAO in document 9303 and implemented in electronic passports 
(ePPs) and electronic national identity cards (eIDs) the world over. 
However, as opposed to BAC and eAC, BAP and eAP come in 
various distinct configurations with gradually ascending security 
levels. The algorithms and key lengths specified in ISo/IeC 18013 
both include and exceed the ones set forth in ICAO 9303. BAP-1, 
the lowest of the four security levels defined for BAP, is equivalent 
to BAC. eAP-1 is tantamount to eAC.

Commission Regulation 383/2012 defines a european Union 
eDL that reconciles ISo/IeC 18013 with ICAo 9303. It refers to 
ISo/IeC 18013 with regard to the LDS (logical data structure) and 
in most other essential points. BAP-1 is specified for general access 
management and eAC for the protection of specific data groups. 
The resulting specification is ISo/IeC-compliant and, at the same 
time, allows leveraging the document inspection infrastructure 
that has been put in place in europe and around the globe for 
ICAo-compliant ePassports and – in the european Union more so 
than elsewhere – national eIDs.

eDL deployment – lagging behind

To what extent have recent advancements in global and european 
driving license standardization encouraged european Union 
member states to go eDL? The fact of the matter is that today, half a 
dozen years after eU Directive 2006/126/eC came into effect, not 
a single member state issues driving licenses with an electronic 
component. A unified european Union eDL may very well exist on 
paper; in practice, it remains a distant a prospect.

To be sure, most european Union member states and many 
countries outside the alliance – especially candidate countries – 
had already introduced plastic card driving licenses before 2006 
or have done so in the wake of eU Directive 2006/126/eC. None-
theless, the 110 different models of conventional driving licenses 
that existed within the european Union by the end of 2005 are 
still in the process of being phased out, and the european Union 
model driving licenses that have been gradually replacing them 

considering the numerous advantages of the eDL vis-à-vis the 
conventional driving license, from today’s perspective the preva-
lent reluctance to embrace eDL technology is rather baffling. 

eDL technology – the ultimate level of driving 
license security

Storing driving license data on an integrated chip turns the license 
into a full-blown electronic identification token and renders it 
virtually impossible to falsify.

The security mechanisms protecting the electronically stored 
information draw upon two fundamental data safety principles:

Restrictive access rights management • 
Restricted access conditions prevent unauthorized read-outs 
or modifications of the electronically stored data. Selec-
tive access rights for specific data groups can be assigned 
to distinct user roles. For instance, while the police are 
assigned a comprehensive set of access rights, rental car 
agencies receive a more restricted one.
Digital signature • 
Digital signatures derived from national root certificates 
ensure data legitimacy and integrity. Hence, even if a coun-
terfeiter managed to alter or falsify the electronically stored 
data, upon verifying it with an authorized reader device, 
the digital signature would fail to check out, uncovering the 
forgery.

If the data written onto the card surface is also written into the 
electronic storage device, both data sets can be checked for consist-
ency with a mobile verification device (MVD). If the electronic data 
is not identical to its printed counterpart, it can be safely assumed 
that the license has been fraudulently altered or falsified. In addi-
tion, the MVD can establish an on-line connection to a remote 
server for a database check.

The combination of eDL and MVD makes a significant contri-
bution to road safety by depriving driving license counterfeiters of 
their business model.

The threat of identity fraud

of the 27 european Union member states, 8 do currently not have 
a national ID document in use. In these countries, it is typically 
the driving license that is used as a domestic proof of identity. This 
makes the driving license a preferred target for fraud and identity 
theft.

one example is the United Kingdom, where since 1951 the 
driving license has taken over the role of a domestic identity docu-
ment. It is used for everything, from opening a bank account to 

are lacking an electronic storage medium. only three european 
Union member states have done field tests with eDL technology: 
the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and france.

A look beyond europe reveals a similar picture: on a global 
scale, just under a dozen countries have embarked on national or 
regional eDL programs. In some Mexican states, where eDLs have 
been introduced since 2007, the integrated chips are of no prac-
tical use because they do not bear any driving license application. 
A similar case is eDL pioneer el Salvador, where the world’s 1st 
eDL was introduced as early as 1998.

Hence, despite encouraging cases like Japan and Russia, the 
eDL still has some serious mileage to do before it can be consid-
ered a global success story. 

explanation attempts

How can this widespread and persistent reservation towards eDL 
technology be explained? Integrated chips in passports, identity 
cards and healthcare cards have become commonplace; why not in 
driving licenses, too? Two arguments suggest themselves:

Lack of consistent international standards1.  
Slow-moving european Union legislation and divergent 
security protocols by ISo/IeC and ICAo have created 
uncertainty and reservations on the part of advisers and 
decision-makers.
Negative cost-benefit evaluation2.  
National governments and ministries of transport could  
not see significant enough a benefit in eDL deployment to 
justify the investment.

These objections seem plausible, but upon closer inspection they 
turn out to have lost their validity in the wake of recent develop-
ments. european Union driving license legislation has made major 
advancements since 1997, when plastic cards were first admitted 
as an option in addition to the paper-based format. With Commis-
sion Regulation 383/2012 a practical guideline for a pan-european 
eDL with reference to ISo/IeC 18013 has been established, and 
in recent international standardization meetings there has been 
a clear trend towards further reconciliation between european 
Union regulations and ISo/IeC standards.

Hence, the 1st argument may have had some validity in the 
past, but it no longer applies today. As for the 2nd argument, 

 Recent advancements in european Union 
driving license legislation

on December 20th 2006, the european Parliament and the Council 
of the european Union adopted eU Directive 2006/126/eC, which 
superseded eU Directive 91/439/eeC as official european Union 
driving license policy. eU Directive 2006/126/eC harmonized the 
format, data set, physical security and validity period of the license 
document. In addition to making the ID 1 credit card format, a 
minimum service life of 10 years and a basic set of optical and 
tactile security features mandatory, the new directive confirmed 
the inclusion of an electronic storage medium as an option.

eU Directive 2006/126/eC set forth that the integrated chip 
should hold no other data than the license holder’s personal infor-
mation and details on his permission to operate motor vehicles. It 
did not elaborate on the technical specification for eligible micro-
controllers. Any storage capacity, operating system technology, 
connectivity type, data structure and security mechanism were 
fair game.

The directive from 2006 was amended in 2011 by eU Directive 
2011/94/eC, which dealt with texts and layout adjustments, but 
did not elaborate on the specifics of the optional integrated chip. 
The deadline for the issuance of eU-compliant driving licenses 
was set to January 19, 2013. 

The next mile stone for the electronic driving license (eDL) 
was May 4th, 2012, when Commission Regulation 383/2012 was 
published, effectively marking the birthday of the unified euro-
pean Union eDL.

The next mile stone for the electronic driving license (eDL) 

was May 4th, 2012, when Commission Regulation 383/2012 

was published, effectively marking the birthday of the  

unified European Union eDL.

Only three European Union member states have done  

field tests with eDL technology: the United Kingdom,  

the netherlands and France.

“are we there yet?”
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contracting services and checking into hotels. The recent govern-
ment initiative to establish a voluntary personal identification 
scheme with validity in both the virtual and the real world appears 
to have failed because skepticism towards registration is deeply 
entrenched in British culture. Hence, for the time being, Britons 
keep using their driving licenses as de-facto identity cards.

In France, where a national eID and a machine-readable 
driving license coexist, the driving license is almost as commonly 
accepted as a proof of identity as in Great Britain. Both, govern-
ment agencies and the private sector – e.g., banks, service 
providers, retailers – settle for the driving license in-lieu-of the 
national eID in a variety of transaction contexts. This makes fraud 
with counterfeit driving licenses a major problem. An estimated 3 
million fake driving licenses are circulating in the france. Social 
fraud involving fake documents and false identities is estimated to 
have set French social security, health care and pension providers 
back a hefty 20 billion euros in 2011.

Against the backdrop of these facts it is hardly surprising that 
france is poised to be an eDL front-runner within the european 
Union, having set its national deadline for the introduction of 
smart card driving licenses to September 2013. 

The answer: the unified european eDL

Commission Regulation 383/2012 makes the eDL an electronic 
machine-readable travel document (eMRTD) as defined by ICAo, 
extending its range as a proof of identity to the european Union 
level and beyond.

A unified european Union eDL, that doubles as high-security 
identification token, substantially raises the bar for counterfeiters 
and makes the driving license safe to use as proof of identity in 
security-sensitive contexts. It helps thwart identity fraud and 
contributes to the unification of identification standards within 
the european Union.

A particular advantage of Commission Regulation 383/2012 
in comparison to the broader ISo/IeC 18013 standard is that it 
aims to smoothly integrate the driving license into the existing 
landscape of electronic identity documents within the european 
Union. The ICAo-compliant document inspection infrastructure 
of national identification systems can be adapted to the 383/2012-
type eDL with fairly low cost and effort. This spells small invest-
ments and quick results, which should give member states a special 
incentive for introducing a unified european Union eDL.

The case for a multi-application eDL

on top of its indisputable advantages in the fields of road safety 
and national security, the eDL has the potential to be much more 
than a mere proof of identity and permit to operate motor vehicles. 
Multi-application card operating systems and high-performance 
microcontrollers have been extending the usability horizon of 
the electronically enhanced driving license. The following list of 
conceivable eDL-enabled and eDL-enhanced services makes no 
claim for completeness:

Car insurance premium calculation
Upon the license holder’s permission, the insurance company 
reads out electronically stored information from his eDL to deter-
mine his tariff stage and eligibility for discounts or special deals. 
The data to be kept in the chip for this purpose could be any one or 
combination of the following:

Traffic violation tickets received• 
License points accumulated• 
Temporary license suspensions or restrictions• 
Tariff stages or discounts assigned by the previous insurer• 

This example of a private entity accessing confidential driving 
license data makes an excellent case for the PACe (password-
authenticated connection establishment) protocol, the security 
protocol of the european Citizen Card (eCC). PACe allows the 
license holder to grant electronic read access for specific data 
groups to trusted third parties by introducing his personal iden-
tification number (PIN). PACe also includes mutual authentica-
tion and a Diffie-Hellman key exchange for establishing a secure 
channel between card and reader without previously sharing keys.

Rental car self-service kiosk
After previous registration the license holder can book and retrieve 
rental cars using no other document but his eDL; no need to swipe 
a credit card or show any additional proof of identity. The license 
holder just retrieves his rental agreement and his car keys from a 
self-service kiosk, activated by his driving license.

Hop-in car sharing service
In a similar way, the eDL can help making car sharing services 
more convenient. Registered users can access car sharing vehi-
cles by waving their driving license in front of the wind shield or 
side window. A sensor behind the pane activates a card reader, 
which picks up the personal data stored in the integrated chip and 
grants access to the car. Car sharing services with smart cards as 
service tokens already exist in Germany, france and elsewhere. 
Combining them with the eDL suggests itself as a logical next step.  
This use case, as most others, clearly favors ISo/IeC 14443-com-
pliant RfID technology as the connectivity technology of choice. 

Automated services make the electronic license document more 
attractive for citizens. Service providers and consumers have been 
recognizing the need for security and convenience in electronic 
transactions and are increasingly willing to pay for an appropriate 
identification token. Hence, the multi-application eDL not only 
benefits license bearers and service providers, but also creates a 
lucrative business model for motor vehicle administrations.

The multi-application capabilities of the unified european 
Union eDL make it the perfect multi-purpose identification token, 
and one that is economically viable even in times of tight public 
budgets.

ongoing debates

To be sure, a few open issues do remain. one of them is the type 
approval process, which requires a more elaborate description in 
european Union legislation. Commission Regulation 383/2012 
confines itself to specifying a unified model certificate and 
sketching a Tachograph-style type approval process, marked by 
the succession of three certificates to be obtained:

1. Security certificate
2. functional certificate
3. Type approval certificate 

Within the framework of these general guidelines, numerous 
questions on “who?”, “when?”, “where?” and “how?” remain to be 
answered. 

Another point of contention is the security protocol eAC 1.11 
for the protection of biometric data. Some technical advisers argue 
that Commission Regulation 383/2012 needs to be amended, 
replacing the slightly outdated eAC 1.11 with the latest eAC 
version 2.1, an upgrade that would ensure a higher data protection 
standard and future-proof interoperability.

However, this matter is not a major issue, as storing finger-
prints – or any other biometric data other than the facial image –  
in the eDL is not encouraged.

A third debate in the smart card industry is whether the 
performance or rather the multi-application capabilities of the 
eDL should be optimized. The former would favor high-speed, 
high-security native CoS varieties, while the latter would make 
an argument for the post-issuance personalization (PIP) and flex-
ibility advantages of an open platform, as offered by Java Card™. 

Whichever option the european member states should prefer, 
the latest high-end smart card platforms, both native and Java 
Card™, today already go past and beyond the performance bench-
marks required for tomorrow’s multi-functional eDLs. 

outlook for the unified european  
Union eDL

ISo/IeC 18013 and Commission Regulation 383/2012 have made 
the electronic license document fit for extending its identification 
footprint beyond national borders. Walking in the footsteps of ePP, 
eID and eRP (electronic residence permit), the eDL is destined to 
become the 4th building block of a gradually unifying pan-european 
identification system. once it completes its long and difficult journey 
from standardization to implementation, the unified european 
Union eDL will change the way we look at the license document. It 
will render license counterfeiting pointless, protect identities across 
borders, make our roads safer and enable convenient and cost-saving 
electronic services for everyone who owns or operates a vehicle. 

Considering the numerous advantages of the eDL  

vis-à-vis the conventional driving license, from today’s  

perspective the prevalent reluctance to embrace eDL  

technology is rather baffling.

The multi-application capabilities of the unified European 

Union eDL make it the perfect multi-purpose identification 

token, and one that is economically viable even in times  

of tight public budgets.

an estimated 3 million fake driving licenses are circulating in  

the France. Social fraud involving fake documents and false 

identities is estimated to have set French social security, health  

care and pension providers back a hefty 20 billion Euros in 2011.

“are we there yet?”
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Germany explores  
the final ID frontier:  
Digital signing
By Silicon Trust

The concept of upgrading a national ID card with a signature certificate has been around for some time. After 
all, it makes a lot of sense to use the ID card as a carrier document and make best use of the integrated levels of 
security. In the past, however, this integration has proved to be quite a challenge. Usability and cost are usually 
the blocking points to a successful roll out of this functionality. 

 Towards the end of last year, however, a decisive step was taken 
to make this concept a reality. Reiner SCT and Bundesdruckerei 
GmbH launched a pilot of sign-me – the first-ever app to enable 
online signing using the new German ID card. Interested Internet 
users can now load a signature certificate onto their ID cards and 
provide feedback on how user-friendly the app is. 

sign-me is the key to online signatures with the new German 
ID card which all citizens will have in just a few years from now. 

During the pilot phase, sign-me has been integrated into the online 
shop of Reiner SCT, a manufacturer of reading devices. Internet 
users can purchase signature certificates there at an introductory 
price of 10 euro and, using sign-me, load these onto their ID cards. 
for both companies, this is a win-win scenario: Citizens who use 
the digital signature function need Reiner’s secure terminals and 
Bundesdruckerei’s trust centre services. 

sign-me is the standard of tomorrow

The app bundles all the steps needed to sign online – from loading 
the certificate right through to the online signature itself.

“sign-me benefits both service providers and customers. The 
app meets with the highest security standards and can be easily 
integrated into existing online services,” says Ulrich Hamann, 
Ceo of Bundesdruckerei GmbH in Berlin, during the launch of 
the start phase. “With this future product, Bundesdruckerei is 
helping to ensure that digital signatures with the new German 
ID card become established on the market.” During the introduc-
tion of sign-me, the company will be supported by Reiner SCT, a 
specialist in smart card readers. 

Interested users will have the opportunity to evaluate sign-me 
for themselves before the product is launched later in 2013. 
Bundesdruckerei has developed a questionnaire for this purpose, 
which the user can fill in after loading the certificate. The company 
will then include ideas and suggestions in the further development 
of the product. The first sign-me app was presented at CeBIT 2013 
in Hanover with all the technical preconditions for the online 
signature with sign-me in place. 

WhaT SIGN-Me haS TO OFFeR FOR  
SeRVICe PROVIdeRS

Public agencies and private companies will be able to integrate 
the app into their Internet portals. Service providers will also 
have the opportunity to offer their customers free signature 
certificates for certain transactions. This unique new service 
will give them an edge over competitors. 

Optimise processes
Public agencies and private companies can use sign-me in order 
to handle a large part of legally binding communications with 
customers online. This reduces the amount of work involved. 
The technology needed can be easily integrated into online 
portals and no additional signature software is necessary.

Secure competitive advantages 
once public agencies or private companies integrate sign-me 
into their Internet portal, they can offer a unique 24/7 service. 
Using sign-me, customers can sign online directly on the service 
provider’s website.

Create security and trust
The signature certificates are issued by D-TRUST, Bundesdruck-
erei’s trust center. Service providers can rely on a trusted infra-
structure and the secure handling of online transactions.

Rely on the standard of tomorrow 
sign-me enables online signing using the new German ID card –  
a card that all Germans will possess in the future. The user-
friendly app bundles all the steps needed to sign online, making 
it very attractive for Internet users.

WhaT SIGN-Me haS TO OFFeR FOR  
CuSTOMeRS 

Save time and effort
sign-me allows ID card holders to use the functions of their 
card: legally binding communications can be handled online. 
This puts an end to sitting around and waiting at public agen-
cies or trips to the post office. It also means that the time- 
consuming identification procedures are no longer necessary.

Cut costs 
Signing online using sign-me doesn’t cost the customer 
anything. The signature certificates are made available by the 
service provider via the online portal.

“We are pleased to be able to accompany Bundesdruckerei in 
this process and to make our online shop available. We are glad 
that we can help to establish sign-me on the market because 
this app goes a long way towards reducing the time and effort 
involved in legally binding transactions,” says Andreas Staiger, 
Ceo of Reiner SCT.

germaNy explores the fiNal id froNtier: digital sigNiNg

(left to right) Dr. Kim nguyen ( D-Trust), andreas Staiger (Managing Director Reiner SCT), Heinz-Otto Meyn (D-Trust), Ulrich Hamann (CEO Bundesdruckerei GmbH)
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piv paves the way for private sector

PIV paves the way  
for private sector
By John Piccininni, Identive Group, Inc.

Since launching the HSPD-12 (Homeland Security 
Presidential Directive 12, Policy for a Common 
Identification Standard for federal employees 
and Contractors) secure credentialing program in 
2004, millions of smart cards have been issued to 
U.S. Government employees, military personnel 
and contractors. As a result, the government has 
streamlined and standardized the process used 
to vet employees and process their identities and 
credentials, and has defined and implemented a 
standardized, single credential to grant access to 
physical and logical security applications.

With this U.S. Government initiative, for the first time, stand-
ards were applied to all elements of the identity, credential and 
access management ecosystem of an organization. Developed by 
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology), the federal 
Information Processing Standard 201 (fIPS 201) governs the 
way in which federal employees provide their identities, and the 
workflows associated with capturing personnel data, processing 
credential requests, producing the credential and getting it to the 
employee are strictly defined. following the fIPS 201-mandated 
process provides a high level of trust in the credential, which allows 
it to be accepted across different agencies, and to perform more 
functions than a typical, locally-issued proximity credential could 
be trusted with. These credentials are commonly referred to as PIV 
(Personal Identity Verification) cards. As of today, millions of PIV 
cards have been issued to federal workers, including both military 
and non-military government employees and contractors. 

To produce the high volumes of smart cards the government 
requires for its PIV credentials, a number of agencies, including 
the GSA (U.S General Services Administration), established 
sophisticated identity and smart card management systems that 
not only print visually secure ID badges, but also encode the smart 
card chips with agency- and personnel-specific data, biometric 
information, encryption keys and digital certificates. 

Government standards also aid enterprises 

It took a lot of work by the government and industry, but the fIPS 
201 standard that supports HSPD-12 has made real the promise of 
trusted, enterprise-wide credentialing and multiple applications on 
a single credential. Success at the federal agency level has stirred 
interest among government contractors and commercial enter-
prises, many of whom share the problems as the government –  
identifying all employees, and securely managing those identities 
and their credentials across multiple sites. 

There are various forms of fIPS 201 credentials that are avail-
able to private and commercial organizations, allowing them to 
benefit from the research and data models that have been imple-
mented and shown to be effective by the federal government. 
examples include TWIC (Transport Worker Identity Card), use by 
workers at maritime facilities and ports, fRAC (first Responder 
Access Card) for police, fire and other local government emergency 
response personnel, and PIV-I (PIV-Interoperable Cards) for 
non-government personnel that may need to have access to U.S. 
Government sites and data as if they were government personnel. 

And there are CIV Cards. The Commercial Identity Verification 
Card provides a model for technical compatibility with PIV-based 

systems deployed by the federal government. The CIV card doesn’t 
require the same level of identity proofing or issuance workflow 
required to obtain a PIV card, but does provide a framework that 
non-government organizations can use to issue very secure, multi-
function smart card credentials. Technically, PIV-I and CIV are 
virtually identical; the difference lies in the issuing process. CIV 
issuers must follow the same enrollment, verification, separation 
of duties and full background checks that the federal government 
follows to issue a PIV card. CIV holders are then considered vetted 
to the same standards as a government employee or contractor, 
and their credentials are handled with the same levels of security 
as a government-issued card. 

CIV cards for smaller organizations –  
issued through the cloud

But what if instead of millions, your organization consists of thou-
sands, or maybe hundreds of employees? While high assurance, 
smart-card based credentialing programs would provide more 
secure physical and logical security tools and policies, the invest-
ment of hundreds of thousands of dollars required to implement 
such a card management system would likely be a challenge. 

This is where cloud-based credentialing, or “identity as a 
service” can play a role. These services allow users to bypass the 
smart card infrastructure investment and to create, manage and 
distribute secure, certificate-based smart card credentials such 
as CIV cards through the cloud. ‘Pay-as-you-go’ models offers one 
fixed price so you pay only for the users you need, as you need them, 
eliminating the complexity and operating costs associated with 
managing and deploying an internal smart card identity project. 
This approach offers significant savings by avoiding upfront 
capital and ongoing management costs of replacing, installing, 
maintaining and managing onsite servers and systems.

Typical identity as a service solutions allow an organization 
to define its own credentialing workflows, badge designs and 
encoding data for physical access, logical access, digital signing 
and encryption. Badges can be printed by the service in bulk, one 
at a time, or even at the customer’s facility, if they prefer to have 
printers and the associated supplies and support mechanisms 
on site. Remote employees can log onto the service, follow the 
predetermined workflows, and create their own badges, which 
are then mailed to them in a secure envelope. 

By taking the complexity out of designing smart card data 
models, encryption, encoding, printing and issuance, cloud-
based credentialing services make true, secure smart card func-
tionality and deployments available to all organizations. 

outside the U.S., there are similar programs starting or 
already going on all over the world that use smart card-based 
credentials issued via the cloud. The underlying technology that 
creates secure, trusted identity credentials is gaining momentum. 
And we can be curious what the future will bring. 

 Government employees across all federal agencies now are 
required to use a single, secure photo ID badge to authenticate 
themselves, gain access to doors, gates and portals at govern-
ment buildings, carry biometric and other information in a secure 
manner, log on to their computers and mobile devices, digitally 
sign emails and encrypt disks, files and emails. 
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Uniqueness, in many forms, has been used for the purpose of security since thousands of years: from seals 
impressed on clay tablets, the unique distribution of fluorescent fibers in banknote paper, to the scattering 
of laser light on randomly manufactured surfaces on protected documents, uniqueness created authenticity.
In the world of semiconductors, uniqueness also served as a task for engineers since decades, as it is a value 
which can be used for generating secrecy and authenticity. 

 one of its subgrups causes some upset, given the name ‘Physical 
Unclonable functions’, or PUf. ‘Unclonable’, of course, is a teasing 
word for security experts who know that nothing is uncloneable by 
nature, like nothing is one hundred percent secure. Nevertheless, 
the term yields a good occasion to venture a glimpse into these 
technologies, in order to separate opportunities from tripwires. 

Creating uniqueness

Uniqueness is usually created by processes containing random-
ness – which, in nature, is always available in abundance. The 
well-known unique fingerprint of each human often serves as 
a prominent example. But ‘fingerprints’ can also be taken from 
objects. Paper manufacturers know that the orientation of a 
single cotton or wood fibre in a piece of business paper cannot 
be predicted, but will be fixed after manufacture. Diving into 
the microscopic or nanoscale world, uniqueness is even more a 
factor, also including silicon chips. Single elements of a chip, like 
transistors, may differ from each other. As a consequence, each 
chip differs from each other. Usually, these small deviations are 
so minor that they are not significant for the proper function of a 
chip design. Nevertheless, through amplification, the differences 
can be measured, and even used in a chip to create unique data, 
keys or a unique algorithm.

‘Strong’ unique functions

The original ideas of using a chip’s individual uniqueness as a 
source for secrets were born and implemented decades ago as 
so-called ‘hardware watermark’ procedures. Input data was 
pushed into an electronic circuit which, chip-individually, would 
produce different output values with low, or even no, predictability, 
like a secret algorithm unique for each chip. This concept would be 

called the ‘strong’ variant today, as no key or algorithm is directly 
stored on the chip, and also no key is directly processed in the 
chip. In older times, when keys were stored in the chip’s memories, 
at first sight, such concepts seemed very promising.

Unfortunately, the characteristics of the chip-individual devia-
tions, as they are very small, also came with severe disadvantages: 
The electrical differences are also heavily influenced by the envi-
ronmental parameters (e.g. temperature, voltage, light, radiation 
and many others) and are subject to chip aging, resulting in strong 
reliability hazards – in other words, the designer could chose 
between security and reliability. To overcome these weaknesses, 
another variant of unique functions was created, the ‘weak’ but 
more robust version. 

‘Weak’ unique functions

As the information, which is generated by one unique element, 
would be prone to environmental changes, solutions were needed. 
The simplest solution was to use redundancy: If, due to aging, 
information could get lost, simply more information was used as a 
‘backup’. Typical systems therefore collected the information from 
many unique elements and joined it together to form a more robust 
data set. even if some of the unique elements would switch their 
behaviour, the result would stay constant. Being a nice solution at 
first sight, such ‘robust’ unique functions showed a totally different 
behaviour in terms of security. for the sake of robustness, security 

cloNiNg the uNcloNaBle

Cloning the  
UnCLOnaBLE

By Marcus Janke and Dr. Peter Laackmann, Infineon Technologies AG

Figure 1: ‘Strong’ unique function
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is to induce the attacker’s own data into the key generation, so that 
decryption of the complete chip content would be easy in a second 
step. Furthermore, many implementation options of PUF could 
make the error correction and extraction circuits a very interesting 
target for snooping data.

Besides the typical three attack groups against hardware, 
the implementation of a PUF may allow the use of Mathematical 
Attacks as a backdoor to its secrets. To understand this threat, it 
is important to realize the difference between physical and math-
ematical clonability of a PUf. This means that even if it would 
be hard to clone the exact physical characteristics of a specific 
circuit, the chip itself could easily be cloned, as it usually does not 
matter at all to the outside world, how the PUf data is generated 
inside. If the reaction of a PUf circuit to an unknown input would 
be predictable, the attacker could implement his own solution 
to generate such data, and produce cloned chips. Unfortunately, 
typical PUf are NoT mathematically unclonable, so that a high 
risk may emerge:

Today, in the area of PUf, the so-called ‘modelling attacks’ were 
most prominent up until now. for a modelling attack, input and 
output data is first collected and then mathematically analysed. 
from that analysis, a computer model is generated that can give a 
prognosis for the PUf behaviour to an unknown input data. Today, 
every private person has access to large amounts of computing 
power, so that modelling attacks using machine learning, using 
for example ‘logistic regression’ techniques, could serve as a very 
dangerous tool. Countermeasures, like trying to prevent direct 
access to the PUF input and raw output, could succumb to a 
combination of the mathematical attacks with a physical attacks 
or side-channel analysis. 
 one of the most frightening aspects would be a potential misuse 
of PUf technologies for granting Hardware Trojan Backdoor 
Access to a security chip. In this case, the PUF function would 
be integrated into a chip to serve an additional purpose – an 
intended, dangerous security backdoor that could be very hard to 
detect. first publications covering this topic already appeared in 
the public, raising concerns in the light of globally distributed chip 
manufacture.

Conclusion and outlook

Unique functions for the generation of on-chip secret keys and 
individual algorithms have been researched for decades now. 
especially in the last years, increased research has been applied to 
silicon-implemented logical circuits that would use the chip’s indi-
vidual characteristics to generate individual keys. Today, devices 
that by technological restrictions do not allow to use certified 
true random number generation, nor secure key derivation, could 
first benefit from PUf implementations. Pure logic circuits, for 
example, can be equipped with unique coding, or even combined 
in a system together with security microcontrollers. 

Idea and implementation, on the other hand, are different 
parts. While allowing new functionalities for good reasons, care-
lessness, on the other hand, may open new doors for attackers. for 

a new PUf implementation, at least the relevant attacks known 
today should be carefully investigated for a proper security evalu-
ation. equipment for PUf-specific attacks should be at hand while 
developing appropriate attack countermeasures. Unique functions 
may serve as a source of security – if they, themselves, are properly 
protected against various attacks from amateurs to professionals. 
Although there seems to be a consensus that even today’s technolo-
gies allow a reasonable use in selected applications, experts call for 
quantum-physics PUfs to achieve enough security, and strongly 
demand to invent new PUF construction principles. 
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has to pay a heavy price: Now, the secrets are used and processed 
in the chip, and they are present. The original idea of unique func-
tions suffers significantly, and therefore such variants are also 
called ‘weak’ unique functions today.

If the secrets, which are used in digital form in the chip, would 
be extracted, subsequent cloning of the chip would be possible 
again by simple emulation. extraction could be done, in turn, 
especially by probing attacks, but also observing and semi-inva-
sive attacks must be taken into account. Therefore, as mentioned, 
the word ‘unclonable’ can be vastly misleading. Nevertheless, even 
‘weak’ functions can be used for applications like the ones that 
are based on logic chips as a source of individual secret keys. for 
example, even a pure logic chip, like used in automotive or RfID, 
can be enabled to utilize chip individual encryption or other 
purposes now.

Attacks

Physical ‘Unclonable’ functions do not provide a security feature 
by themselves. Instead, they provide an extra functionality. This in 
turn means that extra doors for potential attackers may be added 
by the implementation. 

There are few functions that attracted such a vast dimension of 
potential attack vectors than the ‘Physical Unclonable functions’. 
In the last few years, dozens of new attack scenarios have been 
developed to overcome these functions. Today’s existing attacks 

were derived from all three major attack groups (manipulating, 
observing and semi-invasive attacks). Also, logical/mathematical 
approaches were developed to break the underlying mechanisms. 
All these methodologies are called ‘PUf-specific attacks’.

At first sight, a layman would think that fault Attacks would 
rather turn the implementation unusable – which would be 
not more than a denial-of-service approach. But an intelligent 
attacker could do much more than this: By influencing the PUf 
related error-correction logic, data dependent leakage of secrets 
could be induced through a newly generated additional side 
channel. Also, fault attacks against so-called ‘helper data’, which 
is used by some PUf implementations, are known, and must be 
considered. First countermeasures have been developed since 
these attacks are known. If the PUf is directly used for cryptog-
raphy on the chip, it should be also considered that an attacker 
would try to induce the use of a weak key that in a second step 
could be easy to break by conventional methods. fault attack 
methods may include the use of radiation (alpha radiation, laser 
or electromagnetic localized impulses for temporary influence, 
X-rays, beta rays, UV irradiation, temperature exposure or gas 
diffusion to induce permanent changes). 

The Side-Channel Attacks, which are well known in the form 
of SPA/DPA (Simple/Differential Power Analysis), take a full 
revival in the area of Physical ‘Unclonable’ functions. Practi-
cally every electronic circuit’s behaviour depends on the data 
processed therein. Through observation of the chip’s power 
consumption, its electromagnetic emanation, local optical emis-
sion or laser voltage probing, an attacker can try to spy out confi-
dential data. Techniques like Time-Resolved emission analysis 
(TRe) and the use of infrared emission analysers with Solid state 
Immersion Lenses (SIL) allow the use also on modern, very small 
chip technologies. one would first suggest that side channel 
attacks, therefore, could be mainly applied to the error correc-
tion processes or extractor functions that are typically used in a 
PUf implementation. Nevertheless, meanwhile several experts 
demonstrated publicly that side channel attacks also could be 
used as an effective weapon against the PUf ‘heart’, the origin of 
the characteristic data, itself.

even the Physical Attacks, like probing or forcing signals with 
small needles placed on the chip, Atomic force Microscopy (AfM) 
or focused Ion Beam manipulations (fIB), may still be used effec-
tively. one of the most interesting targets by using physical attacks 

Figure 2: ‘Weak’ unique function
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Figure 3: How to Clone the ‘Unclonable’
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REDUCInG  
social welfare  

FRaUD

VISoCoRe® VeRIfY helps public agency staff to 
recognise forged documents:  
Police and customs officers as well as public agency 
staff often find themselves in a race with fraudsters 
and forgers, especially when it comes to checking 
documents. Reliable ID document verification devices 
from Bundesdruckerei now enable improved checking 
at registration offices, aliens’ authorities and civil 
registry offices.

By Thomas Löer, Bundesdruckerei GmbH

valid residence permit if they wish to stay for an extended period 
of time. If such a residence permit is issued on the basis of veri-
fied ID documents, immigrants from third countries can then also 
claim the benefits to which they are entitled under the German 
Social Welfare Law for Asylum Seekers.

The city of offenbach trusts in a solution  
from Bundesdruckerei

“even if all our staff have been trained to check documents and 
have developed a certain level of routine over the years <…>, 
in-depth verification of all security features is not possible,” says 
Sandra Böhm, head of the Vehicle Licensing Authority in the 
Hessian city of Offenbach2. That’s why the city has opted for a 
professional document verification system. In a matter of seconds, 
Bundesdruckerei’s VISoCoRe® VeRIfY system can check the 
authenticity of more than 1,000 different types of documents 
(passports, ID cards, residence permits and visas) from around 
160 countries.

This relieves staff of routine tasks and boosts the fraud 
discovery rate. “Since the new verification system has been in use 
at the citizens’ office, our police officers have been on site almost 
every day to check ID documents due to suspected forgery or 
manipulation,” reports Thomas Wiedmann, Police Commissioner 
at Südosthessen police headquarters.

Manual document verification is a  
mammoth task

Yet manual document verification at citizens’ registration offices, 
aliens’ authorities and civil registry offices is a mammoth task. 
every day, staff there are confronted with dozens of different 
documents. That’s because eU citizens who come to Germany, 
whether self-employed or working for a company, as providers 
or recipients of services, as students, trainees, pensioners, or in 
search of work in the federal Republic, are required by law to 
apply for a registration certificate within one week after arrival. 
This certificate, which can only be issued on the basis of a valid ID 
document, allows the applicant to work in Germany and to claim 
social benefits to the extent foreseen by law. The ID documents 
presented are usually checked manually.

When it comes to immigrants from third countries, the proce-
dure is similar although these immigrants require a valid passport 
to enter Germany or the european Union, respectively, as well as a 

Figure 1: Just two steps to a reliable verification result

reduciNg social welfare fraud

 A magnifying glass, a UV lamp and a well-trained eye are still 
the most important tools for checking ID documents. But these 
tried-and-tested tools are not always enough when cleverly forged 
documents have to be distinguished from original ones. According 
to the 2011 Police Crime Statistics1, 68,087 cases of document 
forgery were recorded in Germany. In the federal state of Hesse 
alone, around 3,000 forged documents are detected every year, 
each accounting in statistical terms for losses of about €50,000. 
Peter Hessel, head of the central investigation office at police 
headquarters in frankfurt am Main, uncovers around 800 false 
identities each year. What he considers to be most worrying 
are the many “incidences of organised gang crime” and “crimes 
against residence, asylum and freedom of movement law as well 
as the many cases in which Germany’s social welfare services are 
deliberately deceived”.
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The system pays for itself after the first  
case of fraud revealed

Cases like these often involve deliberate deception of social welfare 
providers. According to the 2011 Annual Report of the federal 
employment Agency, around 178,000 cases were filed in Germany 
on the grounds of benefit fraud. The loss incurred (including 
repayments) was in the order of around €59.93 million.3 Unlaw-
fully claimed benefits are hardest felt in municipalities which 
must also cover heating and housing costs for benefit recipients. 
“These costs can quickly explode within the space of a year and 
reach several hundred thousands. Investing in a secure document 
verification system like our VISoCoRe® VeRIfY already pays 
for itself as soon as a single case of fraud is uncovered,” explains  
Dr. Claudia Thamm, Senior Vice President at Bundesdruckerei.

For Police Commissioner Andreas Heuser, lecturer on crimes 
involving document fraud at Hesse Policy Academy, the use of state-
of-the-art document verification systems has long since been part 
of his day-to-day work. Using VISoCoRe® VeRIfY, he examined 
a suspicious British passport and thanks to the system-supported 
insight into the document chip was able to note in a matter of 
seconds that the passport had expired more than a year before and 
that it had originally belonged to a ten-year-old child. The forgers 
had replaced the passport photo, changed the name and gener-

ously extended the date of expiration to 2017. “It would have been 
impossible for us to detect the manipulation with the naked eye,” 
Mr Heuser reports4. “our aim is to act before the crime takes place, 
thus staying one step ahead of fraudsters at all times.”

Cutting costs and boosting security

In order to live up to this claim, Bundesdruckerei supplies new one-
stop solutions. “Our devices can be used by the police, customs and 
even at registration offices and aliens’ authorities both as stand-alone 
solutions or integrated into specific procedures. Subject to a monthly 
fee, we can supply up to 10 software updates each year. These updates 
not only include all the latest international documents, but also the 
latest findings regarding forgery methods that have already been 
uncovered,” explains explains Dr. Thai. “This can help municipalities 
to achieve greater security and cost efficiency.” 

1   Federal Ministry of the Interior, polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik 2011, p. 52:  
www.bmi.bund.de

2   City of Offenbach, 8 December 2011: 
www.offenbach.de/offenbach/themen/rathaus/aemter-und-gesellschaften/ 
buergerbuero-/article/dokumentenpruefsystem-buergerbuero.html

3   Bundesagentur für arbeit, 2011 annual Report, p. 37: www.arbeitsagentur.de

4   See press report titled: “passfälschern wird das Handwerk gelegt” [putting a stop 
to passport forgers], dated 16 June 2011, at www.echo-online.de/region/darmstadt/
passfaelschern-wird-das-Handwerk-gelegt;art1231,1927183

Figure 2: VISOCORE® VERIFy
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 A new cashless payment system

In order to facilitate the preferential public transport tariffs for 
scholars, Jelgava City Council decided to develop a new, cashless 
payment system for city buses. To ensure the introduction of such 
a system, the Council announced the implementation of a new 
electronic identification document for scholars, which will also 
serve as a transport payment card. 

SeB bank was chosen as the main contractor to realize the 
complete solution for Jelgava’s electronic student card issuing and 
acceptance. Having proven itself as a reliable partner, X INfo-
TeCH was selected by the bank to develop and implement a secure 
and reliable solution, comprising of card personalization, applica-
tion development and a contactless payment infrastructure imple-
mentation in public transport for contactless cards acceptance.

for the first part of the project, X INfoTeCH delivered and 
configured printers for student electronic card printing and 
personalization, as well as developed personalization scripts. 
This solution allows issuing personalized cards with securely 
protected data about the cardholder and his or her accumulated 
travel information.

The next part of the project required the development of a 
contactless public transport infrastructure, ready to accept the 

time to learN aBout coNtactless, multiapplicatioN studeNt cards

By Sergei Yeliseyev, X Infotech

Latvia is already known for applying technology in a 
way that citizens – and visitors – benefit from more 
convenience and ease of use. Riga’s public transport 
system, for example, went contactless in 2009 and 
hasn’t looked back since. It is currently amongst the 
most advanced systems in eastern europe. Now, 
about 40 km further south, the Latvian city of Jelgava 
is introducing a multiapplication scholar eID card, 
complete with NfC payment functionality and all!

Time to learn  
about contactless, 
multiapplication  
student cards
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functionality, which allows cardholders to access e-government 
services, and to sign official documents, such as contracts and 
declarations, online. The card’s secure functionalities will also 
be put to additional use when e-voting is introduced in Latvia.
 
The government of the Republic of Latvia adopted the relevant 
law in 2011, introducing a new type of personal identification 
document – the identity card (ID card), envisaging legal accept-
ance alongside passports. X INfoTeCH, commissioned by the 
State office for Citizenship and Migration Affairs of Latvia, 
implemented the project.

new electronic student for which X INfoTeCH delivered payment 
terminal solution for student card acceptance. The third part of 
project included the development of additional card applications, 
allowing student ID cards to have additional functionalities.  
X INfoTeCH developed 3 applications for Jelgava’s student card: 
an off-line application for payments in public transport; an online 
application for payments in school canteens, and an access appli-
cation for monitoring school attendance. 

Academic multiapplication approach

The Jelgava scholar card is the first payment card in the Baltic 
States ensuring payments through contactless PoS terminals. 
Unlike the classic debit card, no PIN is required. Thanks to addi-
tional applications, the payment card operates as both, a scholar 
ID card and transport card, as well as a payment card in school 
canteens and, in the near future, as an access control card.

Parents of scholars can transfer funds onto the card at bank 
branches or online, allowing their children to use the card for 
payments. Taking into account that students use the card, it is 
equipped with safety parameters of daily limits. Using information 
about accumulated travels held in the chip, Jelgava City Council 
covers part of the individual’s transport expenses thereby offering 
benefits for student ID card holders.

One platform – many functions

every student enrolled as a resident of Jelgava can pay for public 
transport with his or her student ID card and receives discounted 
fares from the Jelgava City Council. The student ID card is also 
accepted as a payment instrument in school canteens and as access 
control card for registration of students’ school attendance. The 
card fully complies with the requirements of Jelgava City Council, 
which mandates the combination of payment, transport and ID/
access control applications on one platform. 

Ronalds Platkajis, Head of Card department of SeB bank, 
says: “We are very pleased to announce the launch of the first NfC 
payment card project in Latvia and the Baltic States. Now more 
than 5000 students are able to use contactless cards. We are ready 
to provide this contactless payment technology solution also for 
the scholars in other cities, as well as to work hard on delivering 
these technologies to the wider public.”

Vadims Teresko, X INfoTeCH Member of the Board, adds: 
“Thanks to the implemented solution, our youth can enjoy all 
the benefits delivered by new NfC technologies receiving secure 
and fast services in their everyday live. We will continue to work 
together with SeB bank, making everyday services more acces-
sible and comfortable to every citizen.”

So far, 5000 cards have been issued to students in Jelgava with 
further rollouts in other Latvian cities planned for the future. 

eId IN laTVIa

In April 2013, the project of implementing electronic ID cards in 
Latvia was completed. Now every Latvian citizen or permanent 
resident can receive an electronic ID card or residence permit, 
which is accepted as a valid travel document in europe. 

The government’s objective to introduce electronic ID cards 
was to increase security and to offer more convenient electronic 
services for Latvian citizens and residents. The main advantage 
delivered by electronic ID card is the electronic signature
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2013 Silicon Trust  
People News

Karsten ottenberg leaves Giesecke & Devrient 

Dr. Karsten ottenberg, Chairman 
of the G&D Management Board, 
is leaving the company on his own 

accord, effective September 30, 2013 to become Chairman of the 
Board of Management of Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH. 

Dr. Karsten ottenberg has been Ceo and Chairman of the 
Management Board of the Giesecke & Devrient GmbH Munich 
since April 1, 2005. over the last eight years he has led the 
company, which specializes in banknotes and security solutions, 
into innovative new markets and stronger international growth. 

Before joining G&D, ottenberg, holding a PhD in physics, 
spent 18 years at the Dutch Philips group in various management 
roles in Research and Development, Marketing and Sales as well 
as being responsible for integrated business divisions on the board 
of the company’s semiconductor division. His successor will be 
announced in due course.

SMARTRAC appoints Clemens J. Joos 

SMARTRAC has announced that 
Clemens J. Joos will be appointed 
Chief executive officer (Ceo) and 

chairman of the company management board. The Supervisory 
Board will propose the formal appointment as Director A and 
Member of the Management Board at the SMARTRAC Annual 
General Meeting of Shareholders on 18 June 18 2013. 

Smartrac says Joos has a profound resume in the industry 
equipment, healthcare, and consumer electronics areas, having 
served in international executive and senior-level roles in Asia, 
europe, and the US. 

His experience gives him a well-rounded view in competi-
tive, innovative, and rapidly changing market environments. He 
holds a diploma in business administration from the University 
of Applied Science in offenburg and a master in organizational 
psychology from the University of Applied Science erding, 
Germany.

New CIo for HID 

Bridget Burke has joined HID Global as vice 
president and chief information officer (CIo). 
With a goal of enhancing overall information 

capabilities, Burke is responsible for HID Global business appli-
cations, data networking and infrastructure and customer infor-
mation programs. She will also serve as Chief Security officer 
(CSo) responsible for overseeing the company security policy 
compliance. 

Prior to joining HID Global, Burke held roles as CTo for 
United Technologies, director of Program Management (CIo 
office/Police Department) at Harvard University, a number of 
senior IT roles at Columbia University and is the co-founder of 
Gryphon Software Corporation. She presently serves as the vice 
chairman of the Information Technology Security Council of 
ASIS International.
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the silicon trust

The indusTry’s premier silicon based  
securiTy parTner program 

The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for 
smart card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide govern-
ment and identification (ID) markets. With more than 20 com-
panies along the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong 
community of like-minded companies. 

The silicon TrusT program focuses  
primarily on:

–  Educating government decision makers about technical possi-
bilities of ID systems and solutions

–  Development and implementation of marketing material and 
educational events

–  Bringing together leading players from the public and private 
sectors with industry and government decision makers

–  Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical trends

executive Board

The executive board has been the steering committee of the 
silicon Trust since 2008. Jointly, the three companies drive the 
silicon Trust by defining the topics and directions of the pro-
gram’s publications, workshops and meetings.

infineon Technologies
Infineon Technologies AG, Neubiberg, Germany, 
offers semiconductor and system solutions ad-
dressing three central challenges to modern so-

ciety: energy efficiency, mobility, and security. In the 2011 fiscal 
year (ending September 30), the company reported sales of Euro 
4.0 billion with close to 26,000 employees worldwide. Based on its 
core competencies in the fields of security, contactless communica-
tion and integrated microcontroller solutions (Embedded Control), 
Infineon offers a comprehensive portfolio of semiconductor-based 
security products for many chip card and security applications. In-
fineon uses this expertise to increase security in an increasingly 

mobile and networked world, e.g. for mobile payments, system 
security and secure electronic sovereign documents. Infineon has 
developed innovative, hardware-based security solutions for over 
25 years and has been the world market leader for 14 years.
www.infineon.com

giesecke & devrienT
Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) is a 
leading international technology 
provider headquartered in Munich, 

Germany. Founded in 1852, the company primarily supplies cen-
tral and commercial banks, cash-in-transit companies, and securi-
ty printers with innovative technologies that render the cash cycle 
efficient and secure. As an end-to-end provider of smartcard and 
mobile security solutions, the Group develops and distributes hard-
ware, software, and services to a client base that includes banks, 
mobile network operators, transportation companies, business en-
terprises, and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Govern-
ments and public authorities turn to G&D for passport, ID card, and 
border control systems, ensuring reliable identity verification. 
www.gi-de.com

gemalTo
Gemalto is world leader in digital security 
with over 10,000 employees operating out 
of 87 offices and 13 Research & Development 

centers in 45 countries. Gemalto is at the heart of our evolving 
digital society. Billions of people worldwide increasingly want 
the freedom to communicate, travel, shop, bank, entertain, and 
work – anytime, anywhere, in ways that are convenient, enjoy-
able and secure. In the public sector, Gemalto provides secure 
documents, robust identity solutions and services for govern-
ments, national printers and integrators in the service of citi-
zens. Its products and solutions are deployed in more than 60 
government programs worldwide, including 36 issuance and 16 
enrollment projects.
Gemalto is contributing to more than 25 ePassport initiatives; over 
15 eID national programs and is active in all major eHealthcare 
schemes and numerous e-driving license, vehicle registration and 
tachograph projects.
www.gemalto.com

silicon trust 
partner directory 

2013

advisory Board

The silicon Trust advisory board supports the executive board 
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy 
and scientific relevance. 

bsi
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informa-
tionstechnik – The German Federal Office 
for Information Security (BSI) is an inde-
pendent and neutral authority for IT secu-

rity. It has been established in 1991 as a high level federal public 
agency within the area of responsibility of the Ministry of the In-
terior. The BSI’s ultimate ambition is the protection of information 
and communication. 
Especially in the area of smart card technology, BSI is responsible  
for the design and definition of secure solution requirements for 
governmental identification documents. The German ePassport 
has been introduced in 2005, the second ePassport generation  
followed 2007, and starting in 2010 the all-new German eID card 
has opened a new trustworthy approach to Internet authentication  
for all German citizens. Security of all these documents is based on  
BSI specifications, developed in close collaboration with European/
international standardization bodies and leading industry partners. 
www.bsi.bund.de

fraunhofer aisec
Fraunhofer AISEC supports firms from all 
industries and service sectors in securing 
their systems, infrastructures, products 

and offerings. The institution develops qualitatively high-value 
security technologies, which increase the reliability, trustworthi-
ness and tamper-resistance of IT-based systems and products. 
The approximately 80 members of the Fraunhofer AISEC scientif-
ic and technical staff balance economic needs, user-friendliness, 
and security requirements to develop optimally tailored concepts 
and solutions. 
The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art equip-
ment, and highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze 
the security of products and hardware components as well as soft-
ware products and applications. In our laboratories, functionality, 

interoperability and compliance are tested to give clients targeted, 
effective advice. Strategic partnerships with global corporations as 
well as with internationally recognized universities guarantee sci-
entific excellence as well as its market-driven implementation. 
www.aisec.fraunhofer.de

silicon trust partners

partners of the silicon Trust are a vital element of the program. 
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are 
international representatives of the id industry. They all share 
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to pro-
mote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

advanide 
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the 
leading silicon distributors, focused on 
components for RFID transponders, 

chip cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its opti-
mized semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee man-
ufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the most 
efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
Acting as an independent supplier, AdvanIDe has a long track 
record in interpreting evolving needs by the smartcard industry in 
the different regions of the world, thanks to our world-wide pres-
ence. AdvanIDe concentrates on proactively identifying emerging 
trends in order to anticipate rising demand and guarantee prompt 
availability of the required component in adequate volumes via 
cost-effective mode. 
www.advanide.com

agfa
Agfa is commercially active worldwide 
through wholly owned sales organizations 
in more than 40 countries. In 2011 the 

Group achieved a turnover of 3,023 million Euro. Agfa develops, 
produces and sells special films for the card industry. PETixTM is  
a range of high-performance polyester films, for cards with a lifetime  
above 10 years and a high chemical, scratch and thermal resistance. 
www.agfa.com
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hid global
HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedi-
cated to delivering highly secure, custom gov-
ernment-to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID 

Global Government ID Solutions offers government customers 
an end-to-end source for their most demanding state and na-
tional ID projects. With Genuine HID™, customers benefit from 
the industry’s broadest portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure 
identity solutions across all aspects of the government identifi-
cation market. Genuine HID solutions are designed and built in 
ISO 9001 certified facilities; include worldwide agency certifica-
tions; and are backed by global product warranties. 
Government ID Solutions offerings include expert consulting 
services, data capture, credential management and issuance 
solutions, world-leading credentials and e-documents, readers, 
inlays, prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security media technol-
ogy, and FARGO® card printers. 
www.hidglobal.com

hJp consulTing 
HJP Consulting (HJP) with headquar-
ters near Paderborn, Germany, is an 
internationally operating firm of IT 

consultants specialized in the planning, procurement and approv-
al of smart card solutions with focus on e-identity and e-health 
applications. The manufacturer-independent specialists at HJP 
supervise large-scale projects for introducing e-passports and 
eID systems at both the technical and strategic level. The firm’s 
consulting services encompass the areas of system architecture, 
software specification, tenders, quality and security manage-
ment as well as project management. 
www.hjp-consulting.com

The idenTive group 
The Identive Group is a leading provider of solu-
tions for secure access, secure identity and se-
cure exchange. For organizations and individuals 
that need to secure their digital assets, electronic 

transactions and facilities, Identive provides solutions that cut 
costs and reduce risk and liabilities. The company offers contact, 
contactless and mobile smart card reader and terminal technol-
ogy, digital identity and transaction platforms, as well as systems 
that integrate physical and logical access control. Additionally, 
Identive is a leading provider of commercial digital media readers 
to the worldwide photo kiosk market.
www.identive-group.com

micropross
Micropross is a leading company in the 
supply of test and personalization tools 
for the smartcard industry. Active since 

1979, the company features an in-house R&D center as well as 
production facilities The cornerstone of Micropross activity is the 
design of solutions for engineers looking for tools to qualify, or 

aTos
Atos SE (Societas europaea) is an international 
information technology services company with 
annual 2012 revenue of EUR 8.8 billion and 

76,400 employees in 47 countries. Serving a global client base, 
it delivers hi-tech transactional services, consulting and technol-
ogy services, systems integration and managed services. With 
its deep technology expertise and industry knowledge, it works 
with clients across the following market sectors: Manufacturing, 
Retail, Services; Public, Health & Transports; Financial Services; 
Telecoms, Media & Technology; Energy & Utilities.
www.atos.net

balTech
BALTECH is specialized in ISO14443/15693/
NFC Reader technology. The core competen-
cies are RF-Interface technology and sophisti-

cated high level functionalities supporting the latest card technolo-
gies and security mechanisms. All products are 100% developed 
and manufactured in-house. This is the basis for customization 
capabilities offered to deliver application tailored, cost optimized 
products from readers up to terminals with individual functionali-
ties for applications like loyalty, e-purse etc.
www.baltech.de

charismaThics
charismathics® has been pioneer-
ing the global identity management 
arena since 2005 and is offering se-

curity products and services for a variety of industries ranging 
from corporate to finance, from e-government to health services, 
from e-education to telecommunications. 
The company delivers PKI security solutions addressing tradi-
tional smart cards, convenient USB keys, handy soft tokens or 
even cutting edge mobile applications. With iEnigma®, charis-
mathics re-invented the smart card, requiring only one set of 
credentials for a digital identity, whether in the office or on the 
road. The charismathics Smart Security Interface CSSI© is a 
comprehensive and agnostic PKI client framework. It supports 
all computer platforms, myriads of smart card operating sys-
tems and token profiles, various technologies and third party 
applications. 
www.charismathics.com

cogniTec
Cognitec develops market-leading face rec-
ognition technology and applications for in-
dustry customers and government agencies 

around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our 
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology 
available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products 
for facial database search, video screening, and biometric portrait 
capturing. 
www.cognitec-systems.de 

crypTovision
cryptovision is a leading supplier of 
innovative cryptography & public key 
infrastructure (PKI) products. The lean 

and intelligent design of the complete product range makes it 
possible to integrate the most modern cryptography and PKI ap-
plication into any IT system. All products are continually provided 
with state-of-the-art cryptographic algorithms. In addition, the 
implementation of forward-looking technologies, such as ellipti-
cal curve cryptography (ECC), for example, ensures the products 
already comply with many future requirements. 
Technology from cryptovision forms an integral part of many dif-
ferent kinds of industry-specific devices, such as bankcards, pass-
port control systems, control units for automobiles, military com-
mand systems, eBilling, ePayment, satellites, speed cameras, and 
many other applications. What is more, cryptovision PKI products 
secure the IT infrastructures of diverse sectors of the economy, as 
the range of our references from private enterprise to government 
agencies attests.
The highly qualified consultancy services provided underpin the 
effective integration of the security products. The consultancy 
service spectrum ranges from the risk analysis of subsystems 
or standalone systems to the design of complete cross-platform 
cryptographic architectures. 
www.cryptovision.com

digiTal idenTificaTion soluTions
Digital Identification Solutions is a global 
provider of advanced identification solutions, 
specialized in secure government and corpo-

rate applications for ID cards and ePassports/Visa. By applying 
innovative technologies, they develop unique, scalable credential 
solutions, which perfectly meet the ever-changing demands of 
international customers. Furthermore, strategic partner Matica 
System provides cost-effective, flexible solutions for industrial 
card personalization and card mailing systems.
www.digital-identification.com

hbpc
Pénzjegynyomda Zrt. (Hungarian Banknote 
Printing Shareholding Company) is the exclusive 
producer of ‘Forint’ banknotes, and is one of the 
leading security printers in Hungary, specializing 
in the production of documents and other prod-

ucts for protection against counterfeiting. Our company was 
established in 1926, primarily for the production of domestic 
banknotes.
Over the past decades our product range has become more and 
more diversified. Currently, we produce passports, visa, ID docu-
ments, driving licences, securities, duty and post stamps, tax 
stamps and banderols, paper- and plastic-based cards, with or 
without chip, and are aiming to provide complex system solutions.
www.penzjegynyomda.hu

certify their products and prototypes against a given specifica-
tion. Micropross technology covers the whole spectrum of the 
smartcard industry: they supply protocol analyzers, terminal 
simulators, smartcard simulators, for both contact and contact-
less technologies. 
Depending on the customer requirements, the company supplies 
turnkey solutions, including hardware and automated test cases 
(for both analog and digital test plans).
www.micropross.com

maskTech
MaskTech is the leading independent pro-
vider of high secure system on chip designs, 
embedded ROM masked products, security 
middleware, certification and integration 

services focused on human credential applications. MTCOS – 
MaskTech Chip Operating System – is a high performance and 
high security operating system, especially designed for secure 
semiconductors with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID, 
dual interface or contact interface.
MTCOS is available and certified Common Criteria – EAL 4+ on 
a unique variety of microcontrollers of different silicon vendors. 
MTCOS is a fully open standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multi-appli-
cations OS, used in more than 40 eID projects worldwide.
www.masktech.de

precise biomeTrics
Precise Biometrics is an innovative com-
pany offering technology and expertise 
for easy, secure, and accurate authenti-

cation using smart cards and fingerprint recognition. Founded 
in 1997, Precise Biometrics today has solutions used by U.S. 
government agencies, national ID card programs, global enter-
prises, and other organizations requiring multi-factor strong au-
thentication. 
The company is headquartered in Sweden and is listed on the 
NASDAQ OMX Stockholm small cap list (symbol:PREC). Precise 
Biometrics Inc., its U.S. subsidiary, is based in Vienna, VA. Pre-
cise Biometrics offers the Tactivo™ solution, a smart card and 
fingerprint reader for mobile devices. Also availalbe are related 
apps that use Tactivo for authentication using a smart card, fin-
gerprint reader, or both. 
www.precisebiometrics.com

reiner scT
REINER SCT Kartengeräte GmbH & Co. 
KG, based in Furtwangen (Black Forest), 
Germany, is a leading manufacturer of 

OTP generators and smartcard readers for eCards, electronic sig-
nature and online banking in Germany. REINER SCT also develops 
products for secure online authentication, time attendance and 
access control. The technology company employs 45 staff and is 
part of the global and family owned REINER group.
www.reiner-sct.com
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T-sysTems
T-Systems is Deutsche Telekom’s 
corporate customer arm. Using a 
global infrastructure of data cent-

ers and networks, T-Systems operates information and commu-
nication technology (ICT) systems for multinational corporations 
and public sector institutions. 
With offices in over 20 countries and global delivery capabili-
ties, T-Systems serves companies in all industries. Approximately 
47,600 employees worldwide use their industry expertise and ICT 
know-how to provide top-quality service. T-Systems generated 
revenue of around EUR 9.2 billion in the 2011 financial year. 
www.t-systems.com

Trüb ag
Trüb AG is a leading company in Switzerland and 
internationally in the manufacture and person-
alization of national identity documents such as 
personal ID cards, driver’s licenses, tachograph 

cards and data pages for passports as well as bank, loyalty and 
access cards. The company was founded in 1859 and has de-
veloped over the years into a world-wide leader for high quality 
identification solutions. 
www.trueb.ch

uniTed access
United Access is focused on secure, high-end 
smart card and RFID based solutions. We are 
acting as a security provider with a broad 
range of standard and integration compo-
nents. Our prime aim is to offer secure com-

ponents with simple integration interfaces combined with deep 
know-how based on a long lasting experience. United Access is 
the support partner for the Infineon smart card operating sys-
tem SICRYPT. United Access provides secure sub-systems to 
various markets like public transport, road toll, logical access, 
logistics, parking systems, brand protection, physical access 
control and others.
www.unitedaccess.com

X infoTech
X INFOTECH is a leading system in-
tegrator and MultiPerso software de-
veloper, delivering security solutions 
to businesses across a wide range of 

industry sectors, such as financial, government, healthcare, re-
tail, and public.
The company’s portfolio supports all activities required for eID 
and payment card issuance, passport production and manage-
ment, cryptographic infrastructure development, authentication 
solution integration, and other activities related to payment se-
curity and smart card technologies. 
www.x-infotech.com

sc2
SC2 is a broadcom company. The SC2 team is 
comprised of talented and experienced security 
architects and engineers, combining extensive 
experience with real world-implementations of 

smart card technology, including contact, contactless and dual-in-
terface smart cards. SC2 solutions include e-health, e-ID, e-passport, 
citizen cards, signature cards, e-employee cards, e-banking solutions 
including worldwide credit card companies and transportation.
www.scsquare.com

sid-consulT
SID-Consult GmbH works as an independent se-
curity consultancy. Dipl.-Ing. Heinz B. Artmann 
has more than twenty years experience in se-
curity printing and smart card technologies and 

more than forty years experience in the graphic arts industry. The 
top business domains of SID-Consult are MRTDs i.e. passport and 
ePassports, Visa and eVisa, national ID and eID, residence per-
mit, driver license, voting cards etc. The areas of their expertise 
are prepress, printing, finishing, personalization, implementation, 
inspection, stress tests and border control. SID-Consult also pre-
pares expert opinions on fraud and counterfeiting.
www.sid-consult.de

smarTrac n.v. 
SMARTRAC is the leading devel-
oper, manufacturer, and supplier of 

RFID and NFC transponders and inlays. The company produces 
ready-made and customized transponders and inlays used in 
access control, animal identification, automated fare collection, 
border control, RFID-based car immobilizers, electronic product 
identification, industry, libraries and media management, laun-
dry, logistics, mobile & smart media, public transport, retail, and 
many more. SMARTRAC was founded in 2000, went public in July 
2006, and trades as a stock corporation under Dutch law with its 
registered headquarters in Amsterdam. The company currently 
employs about 4,000 employees and maintains a global research 
and development, production, and sales network.
www.smartrac-group.com

TeleTrusT
The IT security association TeleTrusT 
Germany e.V. was founded in 1989 to 
provide a reliable framework for de-

ployment of trustworthy information and communication tech-
nology. Today, TeleTrusT is a widespread competence network 
for IT security currently representing more than 110 members 
from industry, science and public institutions, with associated 
member organizations in Germany and other countries. TeleTrusT  
comments on political and legal issues related to IT security,  
organizes events and participates in conferences. TeleTrusT is the 
carrier of the “European Bridge CA” and the expert certification 
scheme “TeleTrusT Information Security Professional (T.I.S.P.)”.
www.teletrust.de
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